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Fokker Services Selects EMTEQ LED Interior Lighting
Fokker F70 and F100 Aircraft to be upgraded with ELW83 LED Wash Lighting from EMTEQ
®

New Berlin, Wis., USA (May 2010) – Fokker Services B.V. has selected EMTEQ , Inc. to provide LED cabin
lighting upgrades for over fifty Fokker F70 & F100 aircraft. Aiming to improve Fokker aircraft for current and future
users, European airlines are enhancing their F70 and F100 cabins with EMTEQ’s LED interior lighting, replacing
older lighting systems. The first installation will be carried out mid-July on an F70.
Fokker Services is an independent Aerospace services provider, and Type Certificate holder of all 750 Fokker
aircraft in service today. Supporting various aircraft types with first-class maintenance, Fokker prides itself on its
experience in the aviation industry and worldwide reputation as a manufacturer of reliable aircraft.
“EMTEQ is thrilled to count Fokker Services among its growing list of commercial aircraft LED interior lighting
customers,” said Jeff Rozewicz, Director of Sales & Engineering at EMTEQ. “Our LED Wash Lighting offers
operators of Fokker and other aircraft types immediate benefits: improved aesthetics, weight savings, reduced
electrical power, increased functionality and reliability, which means lower maintenance costs,” added Jeff.
These orders represent a turning point in commercial aircraft lighting, indicating airlines moving to LED solid state
technology for the entire cabin, offering numerous immediate benefits. The lighting technology being installed on
these aircraft is EMTEQ’s ELW83 high intensity wash lighting, ideal for both commercial and regional aircraft.
For more information on EMTEQ’s interior LED lighting for your fleet, please call 1-262-679-6170 or visit
www.emteq.com.

###
About EMTEQ and Its Partners
Incorporated in 1996, EMTEQ offers an extensive selection of innovative, value add products and services for
both retrofit and forward fit applications in the air transport, government systems, and corporate markets.
Products range from avionics systems installation kits, to interior lighting and CMS, to exterior lighting and
structural modification kits. To complement this product offering is EMTEQ’s unsurpassed product engineering
and design, FAA/EASA/Transport Canada certification and consulting services, and comprehensive program
management. Employing more than 400 employees worldwide, offices and manufacturing facilities are located in
Miramar, Florida; Winnipeg, Canada; Montreal, Canada; Taubaté, Brazil; Bachenbülach, Switzerland; and
strategic partner Cable Technology Inc. in Great Falls, Montana. EMTEQ complies with EN/JSIQ/AS9100:2004,
ISO9001:2008, or EN9100:2003 standards backed with FAA/EASA Part 145 Repair Stations and global technical
support. Learn more about EMTEQ and its partners at www.emteq.com.
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